
Your Song by Elton John / Piano Tutorial by David Yzhaki
20.9.2015 / Hans Ulrich

Along with the full Tutorial-Video from David Yzhaki I wrote a summary that helps you to exercise
each part. This is made for Dummies like me - print it from page two. 

This is the best piano tutorial i've ever seen. Note, the Youtube Video is only the first part of the full 
tutorial-video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ef6M_Dwgjr0 

To get access to the fully arranged tutorial-videos by David Yzhaki, you have to join his website:
http://www.piano-play-it.com 

For access the full “Your Song” tutorial and to access the free piano sheets you only have to login 
with your name email address. After that you will get userid, password and a link for full access to 
all the free stuff by a Email.

Then, in order to be able to view and download the Free Piano Sheets all you have to do, is:

1. Browse through piano-play-it (For example the Piano Sheet Section 
    or choose one of the Piano Tutorials.)
2. Choose a piano sheet/tab you like
3. Click on it
4. Enter the username and password you got by Email, and you're set!

Best wishes and enjoy the song.
Hans Ulrich Stalder (Hansueli)

Limitation of liability for external links

This document contains links to the websites of third parties (“external links”). As the content of 
these websites is not under our control, we cannot assume any liability for such external content. In 
all cases, the provider of information of the linked websites is liable for the content and accuracy of 
the information provided. At the point in time when the links were placed, no infringements of the 
law were recognisable to us. As soon as an infringement of the law becomes known to us, we will 
immediately remove the link in question.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ef6M_Dwgjr0
http://www.piano-play-it.com/piano-tutorial.html
http://www.piano-play-it.com/free-piano-sheet-music.html
http://www.piano-play-it.com/


Elton John - Your Song, Piano-Arrangement by David Yzhaki 
This short instruction is based on the full Tutorial-Video made by David Yzhaki.

In September 2015, from Hans Ulrich Stalder.

Groove (12:50)
Hands: Both Left-Right-Left     Both Left-Right-Left ...

Slow quick-quick-quick Slow quick-quick-quick ...

Intro (03:00): 
Eb: Eb+Bb+Eb G-G-Bb_G-Eb
Ab/Eb: Eb+C+Eb Ab-Eb-C_Ab-Eb
Bb/Eb: Eb+Bb+D D-C-D-F_D-Bb
Ab/Eb: Eb+Ab+C Ab-Eb-C-c_Ab-C

Verse 1 (05:30):
It's a little bit funny, this feeling inside
Eb: Eb  +Bb+Eb+G
Abmaj7: Ab  +C+Eb+G
Bb/D: D  +Bb+F+Bb
Gm: G  +Bb+D+G

I'm not one of those who can easily hide
Cm: C  +C+Eb+G
Cm/Bb: Bb  +C+Eb+G
Cm/A: A  +C+Eb+G
Ab: Ab +C+Eb+Ab

I don't have much money, but (boy) if I did
Eb/Bb: Bb  +Bb+Eb+G
Bb: Bb  +Bb+D+F
G/B: B  +G+D+G
Cm: C  +C+Eb+G

I'd buy a big house where - we both could live
Eb: Eb  +Bb+Eb+G
Fm7: F  +C+Eb+Ab
Ab: Ab  +C+Eb+Ab    
Bb: Bb  +Bb+D+F

Bridge (08:50, Measure 11, 22, 27):
Bbsus7: Bb  +Bb+Eb+F
Bb: Bb  +Bb+Eb+G
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Verse 2:
If I was a sculptor, but then again, no
Or a man who makes 
potions in a - traveling show
I know it's not much, but - it's the best I can do
My gift is my song, and - this one's for you

           Eb  +Bb+Eb+G

Bridge (10:00, Measure 13):
Ab/Eb: Eb +C+Eb+Ab
Eb: Eb  +Bb+Eb+G

Chorus (10:10, Measure 16):
And you can tell everybody this is your song
Bb/D: D +Bb+D+F
Cm: C  +C+Eb+G
Fm7: F  +C+Eb+Ab
Ab: Ab +C+Eb+Ab

It may be quite simple, but - now that it's done
Bb/D: D +Bb+D+F
Cm: C  +C+Eb+G
Fm7: F  +C+Eb+Ab
Ab: Ab +C+Eb+Ab

I hope you don't mind, I hope you don't mind that 
Cm: C  +C+Eb+G
Cm/Bb: Bb  +C+Eb+G

I put down in words
Cm/A: A  +C+Eb+G
Ab6: Ab +C+Eb+F+Ab

How wonderful life is while you're in the world
Eb/G: Eb  +Bb+Eb+G
Ab6: Ab +C+Eb+F+Ab
Ab: Ab +C+Eb+Ab
Bb: Bb  +Bb+D+F
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Repeat with verse 1:
I sat on the roof and kicked off the moss
Well, a few of the verses, well, they've got me quite cross
But the sun's been quite kind while I wrote this song
It's for people like you that keep it turned on

So excuse me forgetting, but these things I do
You see I've forgotten if they're green or they're blue
Anyway the thing is what I really mean
Yours are the sweetest eyes I've ever seen

Chorus (10:10, Measure 16):
And you can tell everybody this is your song
It may be quite simple, but - now that it's done
I hope you don't mind, I hope you don't mind that 
I put down in words
How wonderful life is while you're in the world

I hope you don't mind, I hope you don't mind that I 
put down in words
How wonderful life is while - you're in the world

Coda (11:35, Measure 23)
Cm: C  +C+Eb+G
Cm/Bb: Bb  +C+Eb+G
Cm/A: A  +C+Eb+G
Ab: Ab +C+Eb+Ab

Outro (11:45, Measure 26)
Eb: Eb+Bb+Eb >G-Bb-Eb-G-Eb-Bb
Ab/Eb: Eb+C+Eb >Ab-C-Eb-Ab-Eb-C
Bb/Eb: (Eb+)Bb+D >D-F-Bb-D-Bb-F
Ab/Eb: Eb-Bb-Eb >G-Bb-Eb
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* * * *
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